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Topic 1: South Eastern China Sea

General overview:
The Southeast China Sea has been subject to territorial disputes due to its abundant natural resources
and the opportunities it provides for economic development. Competing claims in the Southern Chinese
Sea of over 11 billion barrels of untapped oil, 190 trillion cubic feet of natural gas deposits, and islands
that are rich in natural resources have resulted in a rise in tension among claimants and war becoming
an imminent reality. The region is also responsible for a third of global maritime trade as half the oil
and gas tankers from the Middle East sail into it on their way to China, Japan, the U.S., and elsewhere.
The location of the sea also makes it militarily strategic and valuable for national security, resulting in
its militarization. Many ASEAN nations—namely the Philippines, Vietnam, Taiwan, Brunei, Indonesia,
and Malaysia—have claimed ownership over the sea, and many other nations have also been using the
sea for economic benefit.
However, China has announced its sovereignty over the sea and is feuding with many nations over its
ownership. In 2016, a case was brought to the Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague in which
China argued they had exclusive rights over the sea since international law dictates that foreign
militaries cannot operate in another country's exclusive economic zone (EEZ)--which is a region of the
sea in which a sovereign state has exclusive rights to the exploration and utilization of marine resources-and the South China Sea is part of China’s EEZ due to the land divisions established by the nine-dash
line. Headed by the Philippines, ASEAN argued that claimant countries have access to the Southeast
China Sea under the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) and that they have freedom of
navigation. The court ruled in favor of ASEAN. However, China refuses to acknowledge the court's
ruling.

As of late, China has begun building and fully militarizing islands within the disputed region to expand
its military sphere of operations and to legitimize its claims in the region in accordance with UN law
‘PART II TERRITORIAL SEA AND CONTIGUOUS ZONE SECTION 2. LIMITS OF THE
TERRITORIAL SEA.’ China’s rapid militarization of man-made islands both poses a threat to
neighboring countries’ territorial claims and safety in the region. This will also delegitimize US
FONOPS (Freedom of Navigation Operations) within the region, thus weakening the United States'
presence within the region. In an act of caution and preparation, South Korea has increased military
spending to bolster national security and appease its citizens. In the wake of the rising pressure,
Malaysia and the Philippines also allocated more capital to the military in their budgets. The Southeast
Asian political sphere rose in tension as militaries increased in size and power.

Timeline:
1967:
The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) was established. It was founded by five
countries, Indonesia, The Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore with the goal of improving
the economic and political standing of Southeast Asian Nations. This was to the disapproval of the
People's Republic of China.
1971:
Henry Kissinger, secretary of state for the United States of America, secretly communicated with the
People’s Republic of China in order to negatively impact Chinese relations with North Vietnam due to
American involvement in the Vietnam war.
1973:
South Vietnamese forces began the occupation of islands in the South China sea such as ten of the
Spratly Islands and Paracel islands with the goal of expanding the South Vietnamese oil economy.
1974:
South Vietnamese citizens in Vietnamese Parcel Island territories were forcefully removed by the
Peoples’ Liberation Army, resulting in the death and imprisonment of Vietnamese citizens. This
increased Vietnamese oil efforts in the Spratly Islands and resulted in the first permanent Southeast
Asian settlements in the South China Sea on the Spratly Islands and the Kalayaan Islands and caused
conflict over islands between Vietnam and China.
1977:
The Vietnamese government filed a decree that claimed sovereignty over the Parcel and Spratly islands.
1982:
The UNCLOS (United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea) was proposed. This treaty establishes
guidelines for all uses of oceanic resources and establishes a comprehensive framework for the
governance of the world's oceans and seas. Additionally, it went against China's 1973 working paper
creating further geopolitical tensions in the region.
1984:
The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) was ratified.

1995:
Despite the Philippines' claim over the region, China took over the Mischief Reef region.
2009:
China submitted their claim to the land through the Nine-Dash Line, which is a line that appeared on
many maps historically fortifying China’s claim over the sea and providing them control over 90% of
the sea.
2014:
Satellite imagery revealed that China has been constructing man-made islands in the South China sea.
The United States signed an agreement with the Philippines to monitor China’s use of these islands by
sending US troops and ship rotations in the region. In response, China intercepted US navy aircraft.
2015:
China builds an oil rig near the Paracel Islands on Vietnamese territory, further damaging the two
nations’ political relationship.
2016:
The Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague ruled on a case in which China claimed exclusive
rights to the sea because international law prohibits foreign militaries from operating in another
country's exclusive economic zone (EEZ), and the South China Sea is part of China's EEZ due to land
divisions established by the nine-dash line. ASEAN, led by the Philippines, maintained that claimant
nations had access to and freedom of navigation in the Southeast China Sea under the UN Convention
on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). The court found in ASEAN's favor.
2020:
The United States of America declared China’s claim over the sea unlawful.

Major Parties Involved:
The Peoples’ Republic of China:
China is the South China Sea's most prominent claimant, with the largest territory demands. According
to the nine-dash line map, Beijing presented to the United Nations in 2009, when the Philippines,
Vietnam, and Malaysia presented technical evidence to support proposals requesting approval to expand
their continental shelf. The PRC government relies on a historical basis to support its claims to the
islands and surrounding seas. Based on ancient legacy, the PRC claims that the whole demarcated area
by the nine-dash line should be deemed Chinese territorial seas. This contradicts UNCLOS standards
on overlapping EEZ claims, territorial waters, and territories contiguous to numerous other nations in
the region.

The Philippines:
The Philippines made territorial claims for EEZs in an effort to increase its fishing economy, since
claims are centered mostly in the fertile fishing zone region to the country's west. The Philippines has
made territorial claims over portions of the Spratly Islands, putting it at odds with China and Vietnam.
The presence of Philippine fishing vessels in regions claimed by China has fueled most of the conflict
between the two countries. The Philippines was the first ASEAN member to be directly affected by
China's military advance in the South China Sea. As such, the Philippines requested assistance from
ASEAN in the fight against China in 1995. The Mischief Reef Incident, in which China constructed an

outpost on Philippine-owned territory, led to the use of numerous attempts to negotiate the South China
Sea’s boundary issues, one of which was urging ASEAN to develop a Code of Conduct, which China
did not abide by.

United States of America:
For three reasons, the South China Sea is a crucial part of the Asia-Pacific region for the United States:
it forms part of a crucial transit route for the United States Navy; for coastal commercial traffic to and
fro East Asia, disagreements over ownership of the region's numerous small island nations, reefs,
archipelagos, and rocks between China and several neighboring Southeast Asian states (with one ally
of the United States, the Philippines) are raising tensions that could lead to conflict; and the South China
Sea. These causes warrant the United States focus on the South China Sea's events and a set of policies
intended to guarantee access and transit, avoid or reduce tensions, and encourage the peaceful and
legally-based resolution of regional conflicts. Unfortunately, current American rhetoric and actions are
not successfully attaining these goals, and growing tensions over the matter pose a serious threat to
undermine the vital US-China relationship seriously.
  

Vietnam:
As a result of China's persistent incursions into Vietnamese territorial seas and its harassment of oil and
gas exploration ships, Vietnam's principal issue is to defend its national sovereignty as well as its
economic, commercial, and strategic objectives in the South China Sea. 2014 saw a confrontation
between the two nations after China erected an oil platform in Vietnam's exclusive economic zone,
which sparked violent anti-China demonstrations in Vietnamese cities. According to reports, in 2017
Beijing threatened to attack Hanoi's installations in the Spratly Islands if it continued to conduct drilling
operations in a region on Vietnam's continental shelf that falls within the scope of China's broad but illdefined claims. Vietnam balances against China's threat while cooperating with China to ensure its own
growth in the economy as well as to uphold peace and order in their diplomatic ties and throughout the
South China Sea. Its multi-pronged strategy for dealing with China includes strengthening its law
enforcement and military capacities, preparing for legal disputes, utilizing ASEAN structures to restrain
Beijing's goals, and expanding strategic collaboration with other major nations.

ASEAN Nations:
ASEAN nations are against China’s unlawful use and exploitation of the South China Sea. The South
China Sea is one of the most important aspects of the economy to all Southeast Asian countries as it
provides a frontier for maritime trade, fishing, and oil drilling. However, due to China’s infringement
of UNCLOS and utilization of the sea, ASEAN countries are being denied this resource for economic
growth.

Implications:
The conflict in the South China Sea has negative implications for the economic standing of most nations
involved and is impacting the nations’ shipping, oil, and fishing industries. Most commerce and
shipping from Europe, the Middle East, and Africa bound for Asia and the US west coast are redirected
and must be shipped from around the sea due to maritime conflicts. Approximately 80% of world trade
is transferred by sea, with estimates ranging from 20% to 33% transported through the South China
Sea. As such, the shipping of goods being diverted would greatly impact the economy. If international
shipping is completely halted, Taiwan's GDP will decline by one-third, while Singapore's will shrink
by 22%. Drops of 10% to 15% are expected in Hong Kong, Vietnam, the Philippines, and Malaysia.
Because China has massive domestic markets and ports outside of the sea, the Chinese economy would
only suffer a 0.7% loss. Many countries may face an economic decline in response to the loss of
commerce and international trade. For example, the United Arab Emirates would experience a 5% drop,
and Saudi Arabia, a 3% drop. The conflicts will also impact the fishing industry. Fishing in the South
China Sea accounts for 12% of the global fishing market. However, Southeast Asian fishers are banned
from fishing on the sea due to China’s nine-dash line. This is driving Southeast Asian fishermen,
particularly from Vietnam, to fish illegally.

Topic 2: Invasion of Taiwan

General overview:
Taiwan was recognized by the United States as a sovereign nation just after two sides agreed to disagree
on whether or not Taiwan is a free independent republic. After the Chinese national civil war, the United
States continued to support Taiwan's recognition of sovereignty for a full 30 years. However, in 1979,
in order to gain influence over the Soviet Union, the United States switched sides and started to
recognize the People's Republic of China as the legitimate government. Despite this, the United States
has maintained a good relationship with Taiwan, notably by providing the island with military
assistance. This has increased strain and friction between the United States and China. China states that
any efforts made by the government of Taiwan to define its sovereignty will be faced with the threat of
invasion. The real stance of China is that no nation is permitted to have direct authority connections
with both Taiwan and China. Each country should select one or the other. Due to this, only 13 countries
formally recognize Taiwan as a sovereign, independent state. Thus, the problem isn't that other nations
don't view Taiwan as a sovereign state; rather, it's that they may choose either China or Taiwan, and the
majority of them choose China because of its more notable political and financial undeniable qualities.
The Pan-Blue Coalition in Taiwan has its own One-China policy and acknowledges that, including both
Taiwan and the mainland, the ROC is the only legitimate government in China. Initially supporting
reunification, the Pan-Blue Coalition has since revised its stance to conform to the national status quo.
The Pan-Green Coalition opposes reunification with China - except in the event that China's socialist
government collapses - and seeks broad discretionary recognition for Taiwan on par with holding a
sovereign state. Taiwan is seen by the Pan-Green Coalition as an independent and autonomous
sovereign state.

The United States intervenes as a backer of Taiwan, but not the real government it upholds, adding to
the already high level of hostility between the parties. The United States is merely present in this
circumstance to deter Chinese aggression and meddling. As a result, the United States foresees a conflict
with China over Taiwan while China seeks to invade.
1.   According to reports, Xi Jingping and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) are aware that an
actual invasion of Taiwan would be a difficult strategic challenge and put a stop to any supposed
restoration to the pre-invasion situation. China would be susceptible to American and even
multinational penalties as well as perhaps even a U.S. siege during such a war, which might
extend for years to a decade.
2.   Since the normalization of diplomatic relations between the United States and China in 1979,
China's political objective has been to maintain the prospect of political unification with Taiwan
at an unspecified future time. Beijing has been promoting swift economic integration with
Taiwan in order to achieve this goal. Up until the coronavirus pandemic, this enabled
significantly more travel across the Taiwan Strait, with millions of Chinese tourists visiting
Taiwan. Peaceful unification is now even less likely as a result of this quick deterioration of
ties.
3.   China’s political strategy for unification has always had a military component, as well as
economic, informational, legal, and diplomatic components. Most U.S. analysis frames China’s
options as a binary of peace or war and ignores these other elements. At the same time, many
in Washington believe that if Beijing resorts to the use of force, the only military option it
would consider is an invasion. This is a dangerous oversimplification. China has many options
to increase pressure on Taiwan, including military options short of invasion—limited
campaigns to seize Taiwan-held islands just off China’s coast, blockades of Taiwan’s ports,
and economic quarantines to choke off the island’s trade.
4.   Due to China's growing economic and military might, Taiwan's democracy being strengthened
under the pro-independence Democratic Progressive Party, and the United States' growing
determination to play the "Taiwan card" in its strategic rivalry with China, many of the
understandings, military considerations, as well as vague roles that facilitated years of stability,
prosperity, and democracy in Taiwan are now eroding.

Timeline:
1945:
The Allies place Taiwan under Chinese administrative control after Japan surrenders.
1947:
Discontent with centralized rule by Kuomintang mainlanders boils over in the 228 Incident. Chinese
authorities impose martial law, kill large numbers of protesters demanding free elections and clean
government, and ban thousands of others from political activity.
1949:
-  

-  

Communist victory in the Chinese Civil War led to the evacuation of the Kuomintang
government to Taiwan, along with about two million refugees. Mainlanders dominated the
island until the end of martial law in 1987.
Taiwan-based Republic of China government retains UN and Western recognition as legitimate
governments of all of China until the 1970s.

1950s-1960s:
Rapid industrial development stimulated by export-oriented policy and US economic aid, while
Kuomintang j.
1971:
The UN recognizes Communist China as the sole government of the whole country after veteran
Kuomintang leader Chiang Kai-shek refuses the dual-representation deal. People's Republic takes over
China's UN Security Council seat.
1977:
First opposition breakthrough at parliamentary elections by the Tangwai (outside the Party) group.
1996:
Free elections, in which Lee beats Democratic Progressive Party's Peng Min-ming. Communist China
tries to disrupt elections with missile tests, curtailed by US dispatch of aircraft carriers to the region.
2000:
-  
-  
-  

Chen Shui-bian wins presidential elections, ending the Kuomintang party's 50-year monopoly
of power.
China does not attack. He says he won't call for a referendum on independence, nor abolish
Taipei's official blueprint for an eventual reunion with mainland China.
China responds by accusing him of insincerity, and by saying he had evaded the key question
of whether he considered Taiwan part of China.

2001:
-  

The exiled Tibetan spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama, meets President Chen during a visit that
draws strong opposition from China.
-   The US says it will go ahead with sales of submarines, warships, and anti-submarine aircraft,
but not the requested naval combat radar system Aegis.
-   China protests and President George W Bush's pledges to help Taiwan should China invade.
2001-2003:
-  
-  
-  
-  

Taiwan test-fires Patriot anti-missile defense system bought from the US, as China carries out
military exercises simulating an invasion of the island.
Taipei lifts a 50-year ban on direct trade and investment with China.
Taiwan officially enters the World Trade Organization, only a few weeks after China.
Parliament approved a bill to allow a referendum on declaring independence should China
attack. Referendums on sovereignty and changing a country's name are not sanctioned.

2005:
-  
-  

Taiwan condemns a new Chinese law giving Beijing the legal right to use force should Taipei
declare formal independence.
National Party (KMT) leader Lien Chan visits China for the first meeting between Nationalist
and Communist Party leaders since 1949.

-  

Reform requiring future constitutional amendments to be put to a referendum arouses China's
concern that it will be easier for activists to promote moves toward independence.

2006:
-  

Taiwan scraps the National Unification Council, a body set up to deal with reunification with
the mainland. China says the decision could bring "disaster".

2007:
-  
-  

Newspaper reports that Taiwan has test-fired cruise missiles capable of hitting Shanghai or
Hong Kong.
The country attempts to join the UN for the first time under the name Taiwan, rather than the
official title of the Republic of China. The application is rejected.

2010:
US approves the sale of air defense missiles to Taiwan under a proposed $6.7bn arms package. China
suspends military contacts with the US and imposes sanctions on US firms involved.
2013:
Japan turns back a small Taiwanese boat from the East China Sea islands claimed by China and Taiwan.
The row has left ties between Tokyo and Beijing severely strained. Four Taiwanese coast guard vessels
escorted the boat. The islands are called Senkaku in Japan, Diaoyutai in Taiwan, and Diaoyu in China.

2014:
China and Taiwan hold their first government-to-government talks since the Communists came to
power in 1949. The Taiwanese government minister in charge of the island's China policy meets his
mainland counterpart in the eastern city of Nanjing.
2015:
-  

-  

Prosecutors charged 118 people with offenses related to the occupation of the island's
parliament and government offices in 2014, dubbed the "Sunflower Movement", in protest over
a proposed trade pact with China.
China postpones the launch of four new flight routes near Taiwan after a fierce backlash from
the island's authorities over the plan.

2016:
Pro-independence Democratic Progressive Party candidate Tsai Ing-wen wins the presidential election
and takes office in May.
2017:
Panama switches diplomatic recognition from Taiwan to China, in a major coup for the latter. Sao Tome
and Principe did the same in December 2016, leaving Taiwan to enjoy full diplomatic relations with
only 20 other countries.

Major parties involved:
Taiwan:
The location of Taiwan is its greatest asset. Amphibious assaults are extremely challenging, so if China
wanted to invade Taiwan—and, more importantly, keep it—Beijing would have to transport tens of
thousands of soldiers and their equipment over the Taiwan Strait. Taiwan has strategies in place to
protect itself against any invasion threats, along with the US.
Peoples’ Republic of China:
China has escalated its military threats against the democratic island. It staged a seven-day military
exercise surrounding Taiwan and repeatedly dispatched military aircraft as well as naval vessels to cross
the median line of the Taiwan Strait, an unofficial demarcation between China and Taiwan that the
former does not recognize. China claims Taiwan is a province that must be “reunified” with the
mainland, by force if necessary, and has accused the US of disrupting regional stability and encouraging
Taiwanese separatism.
United States of America:
US President Joe Biden said US forces would defend Taiwan from a Chinese invasion, the strongest
indication yet of a shift away from Washington’s decades-long policy of strategic ambiguity towards
the democratic island.
North Korea:
North Korea has always backed up China’s claims over Taiwan, and due to China and North Korea
relationships and the ‘mutual defense treaty,’ it increasingly likely that North Korea would aid China
in an attack against Taiwan, either through using this as an opportunity to attack South Korea or by
advancing military goals, whether in nuclear or missile development.

Implications:
The Chinese government's actions in Taiwan have impacted a wide range of industries, including
banking, enterprises, and agriculture. The government was under pressure to spend the funds to provide
the greatest level of safety. Additionally, because of Taiwan's ongoing recessions and its undivided
system with China, Taiwan has to rely on outside economic resources including loans from the World
Bank and assistance from friends. The lack of freedom for Taiwanese citizens to practice their culture
and religion as they should as a result of Chinese aggressiveness in the region has a significant negative
impact on their motivation and satisfaction with their government's policies, which has led to many
governmental conflicts. Furthermore, the subpar way of life among Taiwanese people is a result of the
continuous economic crises. Since the US has been working hard for years to send military aid/support
to Taiwan in order to ensure Taiwan's security, that also began conflicts with the Chinese government
as a possible act of war, the dispute between China and Taiwan also led to leading tensions in the region
and between China and the USA. This escalating tension has caused the allies to start interfering with
the conflict which increased the possible harm that might be caused by the war. The issue was discussed
in multiple committees from the general assembly to the security council. The allies' greater
involvement in the battle as a result of the rising tension has enhanced the potential damage that the war
could do. The subject was covered by a number of committees, including the security council and
general assembly. The Chinese and Russian governments continue to work toward restoring the
communist union and unifying Taiwan's government with the Chinese in every way, thus it is still
apparent that the P5 (vetoes) are not taking the same position. However, in order for Taiwan to become
a democratic, independent nation, the USA, UK, and France are demanding independence

Topic 3: North Korea’s Advancement in Nuclear Weapon
Programs

General Overview:
The East Asian region's anarchy system is characterized by mutual distrust, which drives the region's
countries to compete continually. There are both internal and foreign influences driving countries in
this sector to continue to improve their national security. North Korea, like other East Asian countries,
feels that it must continue to expand its armed forces in order to defend itself from foreign threats.
Internally, North Korea is thought to have a Juche philosophy, which emphasizes independence from
neighboring countries and military power as a defensive stance. Meanwhile, North Korea increases its
military strength in self-defense operations to balance the United States defense alliance with South
Korea and Japan, which the alliance is regarded as a threat to North Korea. Similarly, South Korea
regards nuclear North Korea as a huge danger to its security as a neighboring nation that threatens world
peace and desires North Korea to cease its nuclear weapons program.
North Korea has been working on constructing nuclear weapons since the 1950s. Its manufacturing and
testing of nuclear missiles have heightened tensions and worries in the East Asian area. North Korea
has conducted a series of nuclear missile drills, which are thought to be destabilizing the region's

environment. This nuclear test was carried out for the first time in 2006. The international community
reacted strongly to North Korea's test, with numerous nations, including Russia and China, which have
diplomatic relations with the communist state, denouncing the test and urging all parties involved to
take caution in order to avoid regional tensions. China's aggressive participation is also expected to
have a good influence, although China always plays a dual role. China is trapped in a bind when it
comes to preventing North Korea from developing nuclear weapons. In this global climate, China's
relationship with the US as a prominent country in the area will play an essential role in the Korean
Peninsula nuclear resolution process.
The expansion of North Korean Nuclear Development Programs is to the dismay of ASEAN nations
and virtually all other regions in the area. While conducting tests on their missiles, North Korea has
placed many East and Southeast Asian nations in jeopardy by testing missiles over their territory. Most
recently, in October of 2022, North Korea tested missiles over Japan, which landed approximately 4600
kilometers away from North Korea. While this may not necessarily have a direct impact on Japan, the
announced missile strikes place aircrafts in the crossfire, and since most of the missiles tested are those
constructed with relatively new and uncertain technology, the potential for the missiles to not travel as
far as intended is an imminent risk. This caused discontent amongst Asian nations for their regional
security.

Timeline:
1950-53:
The Korean war ensued, separating Korea into two distinct and sovereign nations, North and South
Korea.
1984:
  
From April through September, North Korea conducted its first known missile tests, using Scud-B
missiles. These have a range of around 300 kilometers and a payload of at least 500 kg. North Korea
launched at least six satellites from Tonghae Satellite Launching Ground, potentially over several
months rather than days. At least three were successful, while at least three were unsuccessful.
1991:
  
North Korea successfully launched the Scud-C from Chihari Missile Base in Gangwon-do Province,
close to the DMZ. This is the only missile launched from this area. It made landfall in the Sea of Japan,
being the first of many missiles to land in that region.
1998:
August 31st, 1998: According to NTI, this was one of the most significant missile tests conducted by
North Korea for a variety of reasons. This was Kim Jong Il's first missile test, and the missile was the
Taepodong-1, North Korea's first multistage rocket. This was also the first of the missiles launched over
Japan, which caused international anger. Although this launch failed, it did travel around 4000
kilometers before exploding in its third stage. Nonetheless, it resulted in discussions between the United
States and North Korea, as well as an eight-year ban on missile launches.
2006-2009:
2006 and 2009 saw North Korea’s first seven and eight step missiles, both seeing varied levels of
success.

2012:
An Unha-3 missile was launched from the Sohae Satellite Launching Station in North Pyongan
Province. This was Kim Jong Un's first missile test, and it failed, traveling roughly 120 kilometers into
the air before exploding. Although the missile failed, it was considered embarrassing to President
Obama, who had sought to reopen discussions for another missile testing moratorium.
2015:
-  
-  
-  
-  
-  
-  

North Korea launched five short-range missiles from Wosan, a seaside town. They traveled for
almost 125 kilometers before falling into the sea.
North Korea sends two Scud missiles into its eastern sea in response to US-South Korean
military drills.
Five short-range missiles are launched by North Korea off its west coast. According to analysts,
the rockets have a range of around 87 miles.
North Korea successfully launches the Polaris-1 submarine-launched ballistic missile (SLBM)
from the Sinpo Shipyard.
North Korea makes another Polaris-1 missile attempt. This launch, however, was a failure.
North Korea claims to have launched another Polaris-1 SLBM successfully.

2016:
-  

-  

-  
-  

North Korea launches two mid-range Nodong ballistic missiles from the southwest. One missile
traveled almost 1,000 kilometers before crashing into Japan's exclusive economic zone,
generating more worldwide outrage.
North Korea seems to fire two mid-range Nodong ballistic missiles from its western region.
The missiles traveled 500 miles before falling off the North Korean coast on Friday, according
to South Korea's Joint Chiefs of Staff.
North Korea launches their first intermediate-range Musudan ballistic missile, also known as
the BM-25, but the launch fails.
North Korea conducts an SLBM test in the East Sea, within approximately 30 kilometers from
a submarine off its northeast coast.

2017:
A North Korean missile failed and affected a US naval outpost in Guam.
2022:
North Korea launched missiles over Japan which landed in its exclusive economic zone.

Major Parties Involved:
North Korea:
North Korea has extensive ballistic missile capabilities and has been one of the most prominent
proliferators of ballistic missile systems, components, and technology since the collapse of the Soviet
Union. Although initially reliant on foreign aid, particularly from the former Soviet Union and China,
the program has grown nearly entirely self-sufficient in terms of resources and technology.North Korea
has tested a variety of missiles, including short, medium, intermediate-, and long-range ballistic
missiles, as well as submarine-launched ballistic missiles. North Korea regards its missile development

as both a security investment and a source of revenue. Despite UN Security Council Resolutions
expressly forbidding such commerce and the Treaty on Nuclear Non-Proliferation advocating against
such actions, North Korea has supplied missile systems and technology to other countries. North Korea
is not a signatory to the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) or the Hague Code of Conduct
against Ballistic Missile Proliferation (Hague Code of Conduct) (HCOC) making it an easy for the
nation to illegally manufacture and proliferate nuclear technology in comparison to other nations, and
this is bolstering their nuclear program development.
South Korea:
South Korea has condemned the action of North Korea in missile development and has taken decisive
action in the non-proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction and protecting the country from
potential North Korean missile attacks. As a signatory of the Joint Declaration of South and North Korea
on the Denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula, South Korea has withheld from further enhancing
their missile efforts, however, North Korea has not. In response to the volatile missile attacks and tests
in North Korea, South Korea has issued a defense system to defend against possible North Korean
attacks and could intercept missiles. It worked on this program with the United States and Japan.
United States of America:
The United States of America, while in contempt of North Korean actions, did not explicitly fight
against them until recently. After a failed missile launch by North Korea in 2017, a missile, instead of
landing in the sea, landed closer to the shore of Guam, a U.S territory. While it didn’t directly hit the
territory, it had impacts on U.S naval bases and operations in the region. After that, the United States
played a more central role in combating North Korean missile programs.
ASEAN nations:
ASEAN nations are extremely concerned with the trajectory of such missile programs and would like
to see an end to it to support the security of ASEAN nations. Most of these nations are aligned with the
United States of America in their mission to fight against North Korean nuclear expansion.

Delegates of the committee:
1.   Joe Biden: As the president of the United States of America, you will be representing your
nation’s interest in not escalating the situation to a military conflict, however, you will be
competing with China’s territorial claims over the region as to limit their sphere of influence,
maintain balance of power and finally maintain maritime trade that ultimately passes through
the region which is on its way to the United States and other allies along the way. The U.S can
benefit from this conflict through improving relations with countries in the region, ultimately
allowing the U.S to have a larger influence on East Asia and allowing the U.S to limit/contain
China’s growing influence and military whilst increasing and adjusting its own. It should be
noted that control over this region is vital as the United States 5.3 trillion USD passes through
the sea which US allies fully rely on such as Japan, South Korea and Philippines. Moreover 1.2
trillion USD is US trade, which makes up 50% of USA exports, thus losing dominance of the
region can significantly weaken the USA’s stance as a global super power with reduced trading
power and a weakened presence in a region with nations who are gradually growing to the
world stage.
2.   Xi Jinping: As the autocratic leader of China you are tasked with expanding your sphere of
influence and ensuring that your maritime claims on the nine-dash line (which include the
Paracel Islands, Scarborough shoal, Spratly Islands and the Island of Taiwan) are
internationally respected. Furthermore, you have the Chinese military at your disposal but keep
in mind a direct altercation with the United States will be costly and severely disrupt the global

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

economy and China’s exporting capabilities. Additionally, you will try to unify Taiwan and
China through many possible means, such as hard power invasions or rapid economic
integration with Taiwan. You also aim to maintain North Korea as a buffer in order to protect
your national interests. Control over this specific region gives China the leeway to restrict trade
going to the US and its allies which can significantly weaken these countries especially
economically which will allow China to push its agenda of military expansion within
neighboring countries within the region such as Taiwan and India. Control over the region also
dramatically boosts China’s food and oil security as the region has 11 billion barrels of oil with
the sea accounting for 12% of global fish catch which may expand China’s 17.9 billion fish
exporting market.
Pham Minh Chinh: As the Prime Minister of Vietnam you will be responsible for ensuring
that your maritime claims over the Paracel Islands, Scarborough shoal and Spratly Island are
internationally recognised and respected as this will significantly boost Vietnam’s influence on
maritime trade in the region and boost production of natural resources. Additionally, Vietnam
and China have had numerous standoffs, including one in 2014 when China installed an oil rig
in Vietnam's exclusive economic zone, which sparked violent anti-China riots in Vietnamese
cities, and another in 2017 when Beijing threatened to assault Hanoi's outposts in the Spratly
Islands. In response to China's persistent incursions into Vietnamese territorial seas and its
harassment of oil and gas exploration ships, Vietnam seeks to defend its national sovereignty
as well as its economic and strategic interests in the South China Sea and on multiple cases
nearly escalated to an armed conflict with China although China is its closest trade partner
especially of arms and goods. However, recently Vietnam has gradually swayed towards an
unlikely alliance with the USA due to territorial disputes which weaken Vietnam’s food
security and access to the sea.
Bongbong Marcos: As the president of the Philippines, you will be representing your people’s
interest in regard to the maritime claims of Scarborough shoal and the Spratly Islands. You
must ensure that these claims are internationally recognized and respected as this will
significantly boost the Philippines' influence on maritime trade in the region and the production
of natural resources. Additionally, China has been illegally operating vessels in Whiston Reef
in Philippines, causing you to have placed law enforcement and military presence in the area.
This has been effective, but to ensure that it continues to be efficient over time, you need to
look at strategies and alliances that could help your economy and prevent China from
dominating your reefs.
Tsai Ing-wen: As the president of Taiwan you will be responsible for maintaining the
sovereignty of your nation to your best capabilities as you continue to fight against China’s
increasingly aggressive military movements in the region. Taiwan can form political and
military alliances with other nations to ensure that they would assist Taiwan in the event of an
invasion. Furthermore, Taiwan can use approaches such as the porcupine strategy in order to
possibly resist an invasion.
Ismail Sabri Yaakob: As prime minister of Malaysia, you will be responsible for ensuring that
your claims over the Spratly Islands are internationally recognised and respected. Furthermore,
due to your nation's high dependency on the US military and their military equipment for
national security, you must maintain your relations with them at any cost. Additionally, Chinese
Coast Guard (CCG) vessels have repeatedly encroached on Malaysian territory in the South
China Sea, particularly in the waters off the coasts of Sabah and Sarawak. The Royal Malaysian
Navy (RMN) has chosen to respond to this through shadowing CCG warships that enter their
waters, rather than confronting them. Although shadowing CCGs is a working temporary

solution, Chinese vessels continue to harrass Malaysian reefs, and thus you should be seeking
for a diplomatic solution to end these incursions.
7.   Fumio Kishida: As the prime minister of Japan, your goal is to keep China in check while
maintaining a soft balance, through enhancing the resilience of South-East Asian nations via
marine capacity-building initiatives and institutionalized dialogue. Additionally, you are
training and supplying the coastguard units of Vietnam and the Philippines, allowing these
nations to improve maritime domain monitoring and lessening Chinese power asymmetry and
dominance in the South China Sea. Additionally, Japan wants to protect their exclusive
economic zones from nuclear missile strikes by North Korea and ensure their safety from
possible attacks. Japan has recently been subject to many missile strikes, as North Korea has
been testing missiles in Japanese territory.
8.   Min Aung Hlaing: As the prime minister of Myanmar, your objective is to strike a balance
between a commitment to sustainable development and quick economic growth. Despite its
active contacts with China, Myanmar's position on the South China Sea has remained neutral.
China has had significant influence over Myanmar, due to military rule and subsequent isolation
from the international community, and its massive investments have served as leverage over
Myanmar. As prime minister, you must appease your fellow ASEAN nations while still
ensuring a good relationship with China for economic development and growth.
9.   Halimah Yacob: As the president of Singapore, you want to reduce any risks brought on by
the ambiguous regional order and encourage economic interconnectedness, the pursuit of arms
and alliances, and the development of a regional balance of power. Singapore also wants China
to adhere to regional standards, protecting the regional status quo of stability and peace.
Additionally, Singapore is reliant on the South China Sea and other sea routes in the region for
trade and fishing, and their lack of access to the sea would majorly impact their economy.
10.   Kim Jong-un: As the supreme leader of North Korea, your main objective is to exploit your
relationships with other countries by using blackmail on a global scale to gain as much food,
fuel, and other benefits as you can. North Korea has remained neutral on the issue and has not
aligned with any of the major countries involved in the sea dispute, but North Korea is not
opposed to using the sea for their own gain, despite political backlash from other nations. You
also aim to maintain your ability to possess nuclear weapons and have sanctions lifted. To
ensure progress on nuclear weapon programs, you should also strengthen your political and
economic connections with China and other South and Southeast Asian nations.
11.   Vladimir Putin: As the president of Russia, your main goal is to find opportunities for
integration into the current system of economic growth in the region. Additionally, your goal
is to strengthen your position in Southeast Asia in order to counter China's growing prominence
and to undermine American efforts to extend their influence in the region. China and America’s
importance hinders the possibility of Russia’s expansion into the region, and your goal is to
ensure Russian expansion into the Southeast China region.
12.   Yoon Suk-yeol: As the president of South Korea, you aim to extend your focus from the major
powers by advancing relations with nations in the region through a coordinated diplomatic
endeavor. This means that your goal is to maintain freedom of navigation in the South China
Sea but also, in response to pressure from the US, get involved and make a public statement
about your stance to settle the conflict. Given that China is your nation’s largest economic
partner, this could pose a threat to your economy. Furthermore, you are willing to employ an
aggressive approach with the support of the US to topple North Korea if a nuclear threat were
to be made or posed, through the US and South Korean alliance, and especially the one with
Japan.

13.   Maha Vajiralongkorn: As the king of Thailand, you intend to adhere to ASEAN principles
and advance regional cooperation and integration with the long-term objective of creating an
integrated East Asian region. Your goal is to use diplomacy to settle all disputes in the area
without escalating hostilities. Additionally, you do not recognize North Korea as a nuclear
power and seek bilateral and ASEAN-led solutions to the ongoing nuclear weapons program
crisis.
14.  Joko Widodo: As the president of Indonesia, you want to maintain bolstering bilateral ties and
support Southeast Asia's political stability. Additionally, you aim to improve your economic
foundation in order to progress your global profile and international role. You assert that you
have no legal standing to make claims in the South China Sea, but over the past five years,
China has dispatched numerous large fishing boats into your exclusive economic zone (EEZ)
in close proximity to the Natuna islands, which Beijing claims as part of its extensive "nine-

dash line" maritime claim. Your interests are at risk due to these territorial disputes,
specifically the security of the resource-rich Natuna islands. Furthermore, you defied
the general trend imposed by harsh UN sanctions against North Korea by providing a
diplomatic helping hand to the nation.

General Forum Timeline (non-topic specific):
●   1895 Sino-japanese wars, Tokyo annexes Chinese territories and is accused of multiple war
atrocities during these occupations which China wants redemption for
●   1937 Japan’s military invasion of South China Sea Islands, Korean peninsula, the Philippines,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Burma, and Vietnam where multiple war atrocities occurred
which many previously occupied nations mourn.
●   1945 USA’s occupation of the Ryukyu Islands which China attempted to claim but was denied
due to their strategic importance for the USA as to prevent the spread of communism and were
later used as US bases for the Korean war.
●   1947 Mao Zedong declared the creation of PRC which included the eleven dash line which
states the new nation’s territory encompasses the Pratas Islands, the Macclesfield Bank, and the
Paracel and Spratly Islands, which China regained from Japan after World War II. These
territorial claims were simplified into the nine dash line which are still disputed to today. More
explanation later
●   1950-1953 Korean war between the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (North Korea) and
the Republic of Korea (South Korea). Started with an American led invasion into North Korea
which was pushed back by the Chinese and Soviets which ended with a stalemate.
●   1951 Treaty of San Francisco, Japan regains sovereignty, officially ending WWII and
renounces its claims of Korea, Formosa (Taiwan), the Pescadores, and the Spratly Island.
●   1955 Beginning of Vietnam war which was a costly war between North Vietnam and South
Vietnam with USA being a main combatant and ally to South Vietnam with North Vietnam
being funded by China and the USSR
●   1960 Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between the US, Japan and the Philippines
●   1969 UN announces that the region has large oil reserves which lead to resurgence of territorial
disputes between China and other countries in the region. Japan, South Korea and Taiwan held
a joint energy exploration in the East China Sea which directly opposes China’s claims.

●   1972 Japan and China formally reestablished diplomatic relations, which resulted in the
rebuilding of economic ties and led in a massive boost in economic trade between the two
nations.
●   1973 Paris Peace Accords resulted in the USA having to pull out of Vietnam which resulted in
a humiliating defeat and a large loss of lives for the USA and the fall of South Vietnam and
complete formation of Communist Vietnam later in 1975
●   1974 China forces occupied the Paracel Islands which were seized from South Vietnam, and
North Vietnam seized and permanently occupied the Spratly Islands. Beijing builds a military
installation, including an airfield and artificial harbor, on Woody Island, the largest of the
Paracels. The Paracel islands, which are occupied by around a thousand Chinese troops are still
disputed islands between China and the newly unified Vietnam.
●   1976 The Philippines discovered the Nido oil field off the coast of Palawan Island.
●   1979 Sino-Vietnamese war China waged war against Vietnam as an offensive response to
Vietnam’s invasion and occupation of Cambodia in 1978. The war was a consequence of
Vietnam establishing ties with the Soviet Union, which was a cold war rival of China although
China aided Vietnam in its war against France and the US. The Chinese initiative was
unsuccessful in pushing Vietnamese forces out of Cambodia.
●   1982 United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) is a resolution that defines
the rights and responsibilities of nations in their use of surrounding waters based on exclusive
economic zones and continental shelves and came into action in 1994 after Guyana signed the
treaty. UNCLOS does not address sovereignty issues related to the South and East China Seas,
and its vague wording has prevented it from serving as a credible body of law in resolving
territorial disputes. Although the United States recognizes UNCLOS as customary international
law, it has yet to ratify the treaty—a move that would give Washington a greater platform from
which it could advance its economic and strategic interests.
●   1988 China sinks 3 Vietnamese ships after a decade of relative calm in the region. China and
Vietnam clash on the Johnson Reef, marking China’s first armed conflict over the Spratly
archipelago. This occurs after Beijing announces a more assertive stance in the area, establishes
a physical presence on Fiery Cross Reef in the Spratlys
●   1992 China Passes Law on the Territorial Sea. China passes the Law on the Territorial Sea and
the Contiguous Zone, which lays claim to the entire South China Sea based on its historical
right to the area dating from the Xia dynasty, which ruled between the twenty-first and sixteenth
centuries BCE. The law employs more generous methods of territorial determination that would
not necessarily be recognized [PDF] and justified by UNCLOS, signed a decade earlier. The
move is seen by some as a bid by China to obtain greater maritime security for itself, as Beijing
was one of the most active countries at UNCLOS in attempting to obstruct the United States
and Soviet Union’s efforts to secure freedom of navigation for warships.
●   1996 Mischief Reef Incident. Three Chinese naval vessels fight a ninety-minute battle with a
Philippine navy gunboat near Capones Island in the Mischief Reef, part of the Spratly chain of
islands claimed by Manila. The incident marks the first time China engages in military
confrontation with an ASEAN member other than Vietnam. This revives U.S.-Philippine
military ties; soon after the incident, U.S. Navy SEALs conduct a joint exercise with their
Philippine counterparts on Palawan Island
●   1998 China and the United States sign the Military Maritime Consultative Agreement, the first
bilateral military agreement between the two countries, which serves as a confidence-building
measure after a period of frozen relations following the 1989 Tiananmen Square protests.

●   2002 China and the ten ASEAN states reach an agreement in Phnom Penh on the ASEANChina Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea, a code of conduct that
seeks to ease tensions and creates guidelines for conflict resolution.
●   2008 China, Japan Sign Joint Energy Accord. After years of dispute over gas fields in the East
China Sea, Japan and China signed a Joint Energy Development Agreement that includes the
potentially gas-rich Chunxiao/Shirakaba field. The two countries agree to explore four fields
jointly, halt development in contested waters, and collaborate on joint surveys and investment.
●   2009 Malaysia and Vietnam file a joint submission to the UN Commission on the Limits of the
Continental Shelf to extend their continental shelves beyond the standard two hundred nautical
miles from their coastlines, renewing friction over maritime sovereignty in the South China
Sea. China views this as a challenge.
●   2010 United States Affirms Interest in South China Sea and Chinese Boat Clashes With
Japanese Coast Guard. A Chinese fishing boat collides with two Japanese Coast Guard vessels
near the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, prompting Japan to arrest the crew. Beijing protests the move,
enforcing an unofficial embargo on rare earth minerals and arresting four Japanese businessmen
for trespassing on a Chinese military facility.
●   2011 The Philippines summons a Chinese envoy to express its mounting concern about naval
incursions in its claimed territory after recording at least five incursions by Chinese ships in the
past year near the Spratly Islands and the Amy Douglas Bank, off the coast of Palawan Island.
These incursions begin in early March, when Chinese surveillance ships force a Philippine
vessel conducting surveys in the Reed Bank to leave the area. Both parties declare the incident
as violations of the 2002 ASEAN-China Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South
China Sea U.S. President Barack Obama makes a landmark speech to the Australian parliament,
announcing the United States will pivot its strategic attention to the Asia-Pacific, particularly
the southern part of the region. The Obama administration announces new troop and equipment
deployments to Australia and Singapore and pledges that reductions in defense spending would
not come at the expense of commitments to the region. Negotiations continue on the TransPacific Partnership, a free trade agreement seen as a significant step toward greater U.S.
economic integration with the Asia-Pacific. Notably, China is excluded from the talks.
●   2012 Diplomatic relations between Manila and Beijing decline further after the Philippines
dispatches a warship to confront Chinese fishing boats in the Scarborough Shoal, north of the
Spratlys. China subsequently dispatches its own surveillance vessels to protect its fishermen
and a two-month standoff ensues.China quarantines some fruits from the Philippines and warns
against tourism to the country, regional observers worry that tensions will impede economic
relations; Philippine losses in banana exports in May are estimated at $34 million. Vietnam
passes a maritime law asserting its jurisdiction over the disputed Spratly and Paracel Islands,
demanding notification from any foreign naval ships passing through the area. China issued a
strong response, announcing the establishment of a city, Sansha, on the Paracels that would
administer the Paracels, Spratlys, and Macclesfield Bank. Hanoi had also been stepping up its
defense budget, reportedly increasing it by 70 percent to $2.6 billion in 2011. The government
of Japanese Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda signs a contract, worth $26 million, to purchase
three of the five disputed Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands from private landowner Kunioki Kurihara.
In response to Japan’s nationalization of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, Beijing declares
territorial sea baselines around the land, announcing Chinese administration of the disputed
islands and directly challenging Tokyo’s control. The move ends what analysts consider the
status quo of Japanese administration of the area. As a result, two of China’s maritime agencies
gain increased power over the waters and begin to increase their patrol in areas previously
dominated by the Japan Coast Guard. In December, China submitted to the UN an explanation
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of its claims to the disputed area in the East China Sea, arguing that “geological characteristics”
show a natural prolongation of China’s land territory.
2013 Newly elected Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s cabinet increases the country’s defense
budget for the first time in eleven years, approving a $51.7 billion defense package for 2013,
marking a 0.8 percent uptick. The spending increase, in addition to a 1.9 percent hike in the
Coast Guard budget, comes as Abe’s administration bolsters Japan’s maritime capabilities and
ability to monitor and protect the disputed Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in the East China Sea. The
Philippines initiates an international arbitration case under UNCLOS over Chinese claims of
sovereignty to the Spratly Islands and Scarborough Shoal originating from the April 2012
clashes, acting on decades of stalled attempts at resolution. China rejects the process, forcing
the court and its arbitration to continue without its participation. The case marks the first time
a country has brought a claim against China under UNCLOS regarding the issue. Japan offers
military aid for the first time since the end of World War II, a bid to bolster its Southeast Asian
regional alliances vis-à-vis China, providing $2 million for disaster relief training in East Timor
and Cambodia. As maritime threats from China increase, Japan considers selling military
equipment, including seaplanes and, eventually, even shallow-water submarines, indicating a
push to raise its influence in the region. In May 2013, Japan announced it will provide patrol
boats to the Philippine Coast Guard to boost the country’s capabilities in the South China Sea
and counter China’s growing maritime presence in the region. China’s Ministry of Defense
announces the creation of an East China Sea Air Defense Identification Zone that requires all
non-commercial air traffic to submit flight plans prior to entering the area, which covers most
of the East China Sea and includes the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands. China announces it could take
military action against aircraft flying near the islands, elevating the territorial dispute to
airspace. USA immediately issues a statement urging China to “exercise caution and restraint,”
while U.S. Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel reaffirms Washington’s longstanding policy that
the U.S.-Japan Mutual Defense Treaty covers the disputed Islands. China and Japan summon
each others’ ambassadors to lodge official complaints, while South Korea, the United States,
and Japan all respond by sending military aircraft on patrols over the East China Sea.
2014 U.S. President Barack Obama, on the last leg of a four-nation Asia tour, signs a new tenyear military pact with the Philippines. Under the Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement,
the U.S. military would gain increased rotational troop presence in the country, engage in more
joint training, and have greater access to bases across the archipelago, including ports and
airfields. Vietnam dispatches naval vessels in an attempt to stop China from establishing an oil
rig in contested waters near the Paracel Islands. The encounter quickly escalates as China sends
forty ships to protect the rig, and several vessels collide. Both China and Vietnam claim that
the other rammed into their ships.
2015 A U.S. Navy patrol sails within twelve nautical miles of Chinese-built islands to assert
“freedom of navigation” in disputed waters in the South China Sea. China’s ambassador to the
United States calls the patrol a “serious provocation, politically and militarily.” The mission
comes after an August 2015 U.S. Department of Defense report says China has reclaimed nearly
three thousand acres on islands known as the Spratlys. China’s land reclamation efforts,
including infrastructure development, dwarf the one hundred acres built up by other claimants
over the last forty-five years. At the annual 2015 Shangri-La Dialogue in Singapore, U.S.
Secretary of Defense Ash Carter urges Beijing to cease its building projects, expressing concern
over the prospect of further militarization in the South China Sea.
2016 Beijing deploys surface-to-air missiles on Woody Island, a land mass in the Paracel Island
chain in the South China Sea, according to U.S. and Taiwanese officials. U.S. and regional
officials warn that the deployment may signal a “militarization” of the maritime disputes, while

China argues that the installation of missiles falls within its rights for defense on what it
considers sovereign territory. Some experts suggest that the move may be a response to U.S.
freedom of navigation operations in disputed waters. The People’s Liberation Army air force
also stationed J-11 fighter aircraft in the Paracels in October 2015, according to Chinese media
reports. The Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague rules in favor of the Philippines in a
case opened in 2013 against the People’s Republic of China. The tribunal finds that China’s
declared “nine-dash line” has no legal basis for its claims to historic rights to resources in the
South China Sea. The court also ruled that none of the land features fit requirements under the
UN Convention on the Law and the Sea (UNCLOS) to generate a 200-nautical-mile exclusive
economic zone for China; many of the features are the result of extensive Chinese land
reclamation. The court says Beijing violated its obligations as a member of UNCLOS, saying
its island-building activities harmed the marine environment and its vessels’ unsafe practices
heightened navigational risks. China’s foreign ministry says it “neither accepts nor recognizes'
' the court’s award. Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte announces the establishment of a nofishing zone and marine sanctuary at a lagoon in the Scarborough Shoal. The shoal has been a
focal point of tensions between the Philippines and China, but Duterte has broken with his
predecessor Benigno S. Aquino III’s tough response to China’s actions. Instead, Duterte has
signaled a warming of ties between Manila and Beijing, preferring to boost economic links and
to resume bilateral dialogue with China on disputed territories. Neither China nor the
Philippines has relinquished its respective sovereignty claim, but the leaders of the two
countries seem poised to take a more reconciliatory approach. A Chinese warship snatches a
U.S. Navy underwater drone that was gathering scientific data in the South China Sea,
according to the Pentagon. U.S. officials said the Chinese ship ignored their calls to return the
drone and sailed away with it. Days later, China agrees to return the drone, but criticizes the
United States for “hyping up” the dispute, while the Pentagon maintains that it was an “unlawful
seizure” that should not happen again.
●   2018 For the first time, a Chinese bomber lands on an island reef in the South China Sea. A
video shared by the official People’s Daily shows an H-6 aircraft landing and taking off from
Woody Island in the Paracels. Bombers taking off from the island could reach areas throughout
the South China Sea, including nearly all of the Philippines, according to expert analysis. A
U.S. destroyer narrowly avoids colliding with a Chinese destroyer near the Spratly Islands. The
Pentagon says the Chinese ship, the Lanzhou, passed within forty-five yards of the USS
Decatur, which was conducting a routine freedom of navigation operation. China condemns the
U.S. patrol as a threat to its sovereignty.
●   2019 Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte warns he will send troops on a “suicide mission” if
China continues to send ships near the Philippines-occupied Thitu Island in the Spratly chain.
His threat comes after more than two hundred Chinese ships were seen near the island from
January to March. The Philippines had been constructing a beaching ramp on the island, which
is also claimed by China, to ease the delivery of construction equipment and supplies.
●   2020 China more aggressively asserts its claims in the South China Sea as countries in the
region battle the coronavirus pandemic. In February, a Chinese naval ship reportedly aimed its
weapons control system at a Philippine naval ship in the Spratly Islands. The next month, China
opens new research stations, which include defense silos and military-grade runways, on the
Fiery Cross and Subi Reefs. In April, Vietnam lodged a formal complaint over China’s actions
after a Chinese vessel rams and sinks a Vietnamese fishing boat near the Paracels. Soon after,
Beijing establishes two administrative districts that cover the Paracel and Spratly Islands; the
Philippines and Vietnam denounce the move.

Total Financial and Military assets:
Nation

Equipment

USA

In the region:
●   7th fleet (which is in the region and battle-ready at the start of a conflict)
●   1 Aircraft supercarrier (USS Ronald Reagan)
●   6 destroyers
●   6 cruisers
●   10 submarines
●   16 reconnaissance aircrafts
●   4 amphibious ships
●   4 mine countermeasure ships
●   40,000 sailors and marines
●   150 aircrafts
●   40 supply ships
●   80 helicopters
Total:
●   Navy
●   350,000 personnel
○   11 aircraft carriers
○   9 Amphibious assault ships
○   2 Amphibious command ships
○   12 Amphibious transport docks
○   10 Dock landing ships
○   20 Cruisers
○   72 Destroyers
○   3 Frigates
○   23 Corvettes
○   8 Minesweepers
○   5 coastal patrol ships
○   14 ballistic missile submarines
○   4 cruise missile submarines
○   50 attack submarines
○   Naval Air force
■   530 Combat aircrafts
■   402 special mission aircrafts
■   557 helicopters
■   79 Transports
●   Army:
●   481,250 personnel
○   3000 mortars
○   2350 Howitzers
○   1365 Rocket Artillery
○   7 C-RAM
○   1900 SAM
○   8 THAAD
○   345,000 trucks/vehicles

○   5,500 main battle tanks
○   4,500 infantry fighting vehicles
○   1,200 Reconnaissance “cavalry Fighting vehicles”
○   7,250 armored personnel carrier
○   5,810 armored vehicles
○   14,000 MRAPS
●   US air force
●   328,255 personnel
○   1976 combat aircrafts
○   247 Special mission aircrafts
○   213 Helicopters
○   1,232 transport aircrafts
○   10,570 UAVs
735 billion dollars in military funding
Main providers is the US
China

●   Navy
●   300,000 personnel
●   Fleet stationed in the South China Sea
○   1 aircraft carrier
○   13 Destroyers
○   17 Frigates
○   12 Corvettes
○   8 submarines
○   17 Landing ships
○   9 Supply ships
○   7 auxiliary ships
○   50 aircrafts
○   20 helicopters
●   Fleet stationed in East China Sea
○   13 destroyers
○   18 frigates
○   10 corvettes
○   7 submarines
○   2 amphibious ships
○   11 landing ships
○   4 supply ships
○   1 submarine support ship
●   Fleet stationed in North China Sea
○   1 aircraft carrier
○   9 destroyers
○   10 frigates
○   7 corvettes
○   11 submarines
○   5 landing ships
○   3 supply ships
●   Army
●   2,035,000 personnel
○   9670 mortars
○   5000 recoilless rifles
○   3950 Howitzers

○   3,140 rocket artillery
○   5,500 AA guns
○   620 SAMs
●   Air Force
●   400,000 personnel
○   1,453 combat aircrafts
○   64 special mission aircrafts
○   65 helicopters
○   238 transport aircrafts
○   N/A number of drones
$229 billion dollars in military funding
Main provider is China
Vietnam

Philippines

●   Navy
●   50,000 personnel
○   6 submarines
○   9 frigates
○   14 corvettes
○   9 fast attack craft
○   12 patrol boats
○   5 torpedo boats
○   17 amphibious warships
○   8 minesweepers
○   15 support ships
●   Army
●   482,000
○   1,830 main battle tank
○   300 infantry fighting vehicles
○   1,400 armored personnel carriers
○   580 missile artillery
○   1,050 artillaries
●   Airforce
●   35,000 personnel
○   129 helicopters
○   75 combat aircrafts
○   35 transport aircrafts
○   1 special mission aircrafts
5.07 billion dollars in military funding
Primary supplier Russia
Secondary suppliers China and USA
●   Navy
●   24,500 personnel
○   2 frigates
○   4 corvettes
○   45 patrol vessels
○   28 landing vessels
○   18 auxiliary vessels
●   Army
●   143,100 personnel
○   46 main battle tanks
○   540 armored personnel carriers
○   32 MRAPs
○   775 mortars

○   315 Howitzers
●   Air force
●   17,600 personnel
○   98 helicopters
○   26 combat aircrafts
○   18 transports
○   3 special mission aircrafts
3.73 billion dollars in military funding
Main supplier USA
Secondary suppliers South Korea
Taiwan

Japan

●   Navy
●   38,000 personnel
○   4 destroyers
○   22 frigates
○   42 fast attack vessels
○   14 minesweepers
○   4 submarines
○   4 amphibious ships
○   13 corvettes
○   5 auxiliary ships
●   Army
●   170,000 personnel
○   912 main battle tanks
○   100 medium tanks
○   50 light tanks
○   2,602 armored personnel carriers
○   1,682 Howitzers
○   143 missile artillery
○   703 SAMs
○   2,223 anti-air launchers (man held)
●   Air Force
●   70,000 personnel
○   289 combat aircrafts
○   19 transport aircrafts
○   19 special mission aircrafts
○   185 helicopters
19 billion dollars in military spending
Main supplier USA
●   Navy
●   50,800 Personnel
○   22 submarines
○   2 light aircraft carriers
○   2 helicopters carriers
○   12 landing ships
○   36 destroyers
○   8 frigates
○   14 patrol ships
○   3 amphibious ships
○   22 minesweepers
○   5 auxiliary ships
●   Army
●   250,000 personnel

○   1004 main battle tanks
○   68 infantry fighting tanks
○   3,016 armored personnel carriers
○   142 tank destroyers
○   99 missile artilleries
○   238 artillaries
○   52 AA guns
●   Air Force
●   49,900 personnel
○   279 combat aircrafts
○   67 helicopters
○   50 special mission aircrafts
○   48 transport aircrafts
43 billion dollars in military spending
Main supplier: USA
Malaysia

Myanmar

●   Navy
●   15,000 personnel
○   2 Submarines
○   8 Frigates
○   6 corvettes
○   56 patrol vessels
○   18 fast attack vessels
○   4 minesweepers
○   3 Auxiliary ships
○   5 support vessels
●   Army
●   83,000
○   48 main battle tanks
○   458 infantry fighting vehicles
○   798 armored personnel carrier
○   54 rocket artilleries
○   196 howitzers
○   15 SAMs
○   1794 rocket launches (hand held)
○   64 AA guns
●   Air Force
●   15,000 personnel
○   42 helicopters
○   39 combat aircrafts
○   5 special mission aircrafts
○   28 transport aircrafts
3.87 billion dollar military spending
Main supplier: USA
●   Navy
○  
○  
○  
○  
○  
○  
○  
○  

16,000 personnel
2 submarines
1 amphibious ship
5 frigates
3 corvettes
38 Fast attack crafts
99 patrol boats
1 torpedo boat

○   2 minesweepers
○   2 hospital ships
○   49 landing crafts
○   9 support ships
●   Air force
○   15,000 personnel
○   83 combat air crafts
○   41 transport
○   75 helicopters
○   45 UAVs
●   Army
○   375,000 personnel
○   2000 anti-tank launchers (man-held)
○   2,600 motors
○   569 main battle tanks
○   10 medium tanks
○   130 light tanks
○   300 tank destroyers
○   744 infantry fighting vehicles
○   503 armored personnel carriers
○   20 MRAPs
○   600 MLRS
○   2,100 artilleries
○   393 ADS
○   2800 anti-air launchers (man-held)
○   800 AA guns
1.5 billion dollars in military spending
Main supplier: Russia, China
Secondary supplier: USA
Singapore

●   Navy
○   8 submarines
○   6 frigates
○   6 corvettes
○   18 patrol vessels
○   4 minesweepers
○   4 amphibious warships
○   1 auxiliary vessels
○   8 Helicopters
○   100 UAVs
●   Army
○   180 main battle tanks
○   1200 infantry fighting vehicles
○   2400 armored personnel carriers
○   245 mRAPS
○   24 rocket artillery
○   89 Howitzers
○   48 Artillery
●   Air Force
○   108 combat aircrafts
○   98 transport aircrafts
○   28 helicopters
○   14 SAMs
○   200 SHORAD

○   34 AA guns
12.3 billion dollars in military spending
Main supplier: USA
North
Korea

Russia

●   Navy
●   60,000 personnel
○   72 submarines
○   2 frigates
○   7 corvettes
○   1 minesweeper
○   301 patrol vessels
○   608 landing crafts
●   Army
●   1,385,000
○   4945 main battle tanks
○   600 light tanks
○   380 infantry fighting vehicles
○   1100 rocket artillery
○   10,000 mortars
○   5,000 Howitzers
○   N/A SAMS, AAA, AA guns
○   N/A UAVs
●   Air Force
○   572 combat aircraft
○   204 helicopters
2 billion dollars in military spending
Main supplier: China
Secondary supplier: USA
●   Navy
●   .160,000 personnel
○   1 Aircraft carrier
○   4 Heavy missile cruiser
○   4 cruisers
○   17 Destroyers
○   13 ballistic missile submarines
○   8 Cruise missile submarines
○   14 nuclear attack submarines
○   23 conventional attack submarines
○   4 frigates
○   75 corvettes
○   34 minesweepers
○   2 missile hovercrafts
○   20 landing ships
○   2 amphibious vessels
○   275 patrol boat
●   Army
●   900,000 personnel.
○   5,942 mortars
○   13,960 howitzers
○   3,756 rocket artilleries
○   700 AA guns
○   4,590 SAMs
○   12,730 main battle tanks

○   13,680 infantry fighting vehicles
○   1,162 tank destroyers
○   30,000 armored personnel carriers
●   Air force
●   4170 personnel
○   1750 main combat aircraft
○   1494 helicopters
○   445 transport aircraft
○   128 special mission aircrafts
65.9 billion dollars in military spending
Main supplier: Russia
South
Korea

Thailand

●   Navy
●   .70,000 personnel
○   22 submarines
○   13 destroyers
○   18 frigates
○   7 corvettes
○   36 patrol vessels
○   21 amphibious warships
○   14 minesweepers
○   23 auxiliary ships
●   Army
●   550,000
○   2359 main battle tanks
○   2400 infantry fighting vehicles
○   478 anti-tank weapons
○   7986 howitzers
○   244 rocket artilleries
○   220 SAMs
○   212 AA guns
○   520 AAA
○   456 man-held ADS
●   Airforce
●   65,000 personnel
○   466 fighters
○   131 helicopters
○   30 special mission aircrafts
○   39 transport
42.1 billion dollars in military spending
Main supplier: USA
●   Navy
●   69,850 Personnel
○   1 submarine
○   1 aircraft carrier
○   3 amphibious warships
○   7 frigates
○   7 corvettes
○   238 patrol vessels
○   9 landing crafts

○   5 minesweepers
●   Army.
●   360,850 personnel
○   381 main battle tanks
○   206 light tanks
○   1401 infantry fighting vehicles
○   22 rocket artilleries
○   306 howitzers
○   41 SAMs
○   148 AA guns
●   Airforce
●   47,000 personnel
○   92 main battle aircrafts
○   231 helicopters
○   55 transport aircrafts
○   11 special mission aircrafts
7.29 billion dollars in military spending
Main supplier: USA
Secondary supplier: Russia
Indonesia

●   Navy
●   74,000
○   4 submarines
○   7 frigates
○   24 corvettes
○   15 fast-attack vessels
○   138 patrol boats
○   11 minesweepers
○   4 amphibious warships
○   29 landing vessels
●   Army
●   400,000 personnel
○   103 main battle tanks
○   18 medium tanks
○   211 light tanks
○   1160 armored personnel carriers
○   63 rocket artillery
○   567 howitzers
○   48 ADS
○   306 AA guns
●   Airforce
●   37,850 personnel
○   80 main battle aircrafts
○   28 helicopters
○   17 transport aircrafts
○   5 special mission aircraft
8 Billion USD in military spending
Main supplier: USA
Secondary: Russia, South Korea and Indonesia
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